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Thermal expansion, defined as the temperature dependence of volume under constant pressure, is a
common phenomenon in nature and originates from anharmonic lattice dynamics. However, it has been
poorly understood how thermal expansion can show anomalies such as colossal positive, zero, or negative
thermal expansion (CPTE, ZTE, or NTE), especially in quantitative terms. Here we show that changes in
configurational entropy due to metastable micro(scopic)states can lead to quantitative prediction of these
anomalies. We integrate the Maxwell relation, statistic mechanics, and first-principles calculations to
demonstrate that when the entropy is increased by pressure, NTE occurs such as in Invar alloy (Fe3Pt, for
example), silicon, ice, and water, and when the entropy is decreased dramatically by pressure, CPTE is
expected such as in anti-Invar cerium, ice and water. Our findings provide a theoretic framework to
understand and predict a broad range of anomalies in nature in addition to thermal expansion, which may
include gigantic electrocaloric and electromechanical responses, anomalously reduced thermal
conductivity, and spin distributions.

T
hermal expansion of materials, defined as the change of volume with respect to temperature under constant
pressure, is one of the most common phenomena in nature. It has been studied through the asymmetric
feature of interatomic force as a function of atomic distance, i.e., the anharmonic lattice dynamics.

Even though ZTE and NTE have been observed for over a century1–2, current understanding is still largely
qualitative and phenomenological3–5, or based on phonon measurements and/or calculations for a single phase6

(similar to the cases of Si and ice shown in this Report). This is probably because one has been focusing on
the effects of temperature and searching for answers inside an individual stable microstate without considering
the outside influences from metastable microstates. Here, we point out that the temperature dependence of
volume under constant pressure can be transformed to the pressure dependence of entropy under constant
temperature through the Maxwell relation, resulting in the volume thermal expansion coefficient, aV, expressed
as follows7
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where V is the volume, T the temperature, P the pressure, G the Gibbs free energy, and S the entropy. The outcome
of equation (1) circumvents the complexity of lattice dynamics as a function of temperature and introduces
quantitative understanding of thermal expansion in terms of entropy. In materials with positive thermal expan-
sion, i.e. aV . 0, equation (1) shows that the entropy decreases with increasing pressure, while for those with
negative thermal expansion, i.e. aV , 0, the entropy must increase with pressure. Therefore, the entropy of
materials can either decrease or increase with pressure even though it always increases with temperature in a
stable system due to the stability requirements7.

In statistical thermodynamics, entropy is related to the number of microstates (i) and their probabilities being
occupied (pi). Let us consider a homogeneous single phase at equilibrium with a statistical ensemble over a
number of unique microstates with each microstate representing a given atomic, magnetic, or polar configura-
tion. Based on classic thermodynamics, one microstate is stable with the lowest free energy, conventionally called
ground state, while all other microstates with higher free energies are metastable with their probabilities of
existence determined by statistic mechanics. However, in statistic thermodynamics, the metastable microstates
may be incorporated into the global thermodynamic equilibrium as discussed in the present work, potentially
introducing anomalous behaviors into the system.
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As shown in the Method section, the entropy of such a system can
be expressed as follows

S~
X

i

piSi{kB

X
i

piln(pi) ð2Þ

with Si being the entropy of the microstate i, and kB the Boltzmann
constant. The typical contributions to entropy of an individual
microstate include thermal electrons and lattice dynamics and can
be computed from first-principles calculations based on the density
functional theory8. Equation (2) shows that in addition to the
weighted average of entropies of all microstates, there is an additional
contribution to the total entropy due to the mixture between the
stable microstate and other metastable microstates, denoted by the
microstate configurational entropy (MCE), SMCE~{kB

X
i

piln pi
� �

.

Results and Discussion
Let us analyze a system starting with one microstate only, a. When a
metastable microstate, b, is introduced by decreasing or increasing
pressure under constant temperature, the entropy change of the
system can be written as

DS~S{Sa~pb Sb{Sa
� �

zSMCE ð3Þ

Since the present interest is on volume change with respect to the
increase of temperature, we are thus concerned with the situations
when the stability of metastable b microstate relative to the a micro-
state increases with temperature, i.e. Sb . Sa, resulting in a positive
entropy change of equation (3), i.e. DS . 0, knowing the fact that
SMCE cannot be negative. It should be noted that the assumption of Sb

. Sa is only for the convenience of the discussion and does not affect
the conclusions. If this entropy increase is due to the decrease of
pressure, i.e. Vb . Va, the volume thermal expansion of the system
is positive, while if this entropy increase is realized by increasing
pressure, i.e. Vb , Va, the volume thermal expansion of the system
is negative, as shown by equation (1). If the entropy change due to
pressure is large, colossal positive or negative thermal expansion
occurs.

For the CPTE case, the anti-Invar cerium is investigated as a proof
of concept with two microstates of the same fcc lattice, but one being
the nonmagnetic ground state and the other being the metastable
ferromagnetic state under ambient pressure9. At 0 K, the volume of
the nonmagnetic ground state is only 81% of that of the metastable
magnetic microstate. The isobaric volumes at five pressures are plot-
ted in Fig. 1 as a function of temperature obtained by means of
statistic mechanics and free energy minimization with details in
the Method section and ref. 9. The miscibility gap and available
experimental data10–12 are also included in Fig. 1. In the pressure
range of 2.25–3.5 GPa, the system is within the single-phase region
at all temperatures considered. In this pressure range, normal ther-
mal expansion is observed at both low and high temperatures on each
isobaric curve where the probability of each microstate does not
change significantly with temperature9. While in the middle temper-
ature range on each isobaric curve, CPTE, highlighted by the pink
open diamond symbols, exists due to the fast increase of probability
of the metastable microstate with respect to temperature. This CPTE
is much higher than the individual positive thermal expansions of the
stable and metastable microstates, respectively.

With decreasing pressure, the system reaches a critical point
(green circle) where the single phase becomes unstable, represented

by
LS
LT

� �
P

~? and
LV
LP

� �
T

~?, and both entropy and volume

change colossally7. At even lower pressure, a miscibility gap forms,
and the single phase separates into two phases with the same fcc
crystal structures, but different magnetic spin structures. Inside the
miscibility gap, the volume changes discontinuously with respect to

temperature by the so-called first-order transition as shown by the
isobaric curve at zero pressure7, compared well with experimental
volume data (solid squares) under ambient pressure10.

For the NTE case, we study an Invar alloy Fe3Pt with 29 5 512
microstates of different magnetic spin configurations, showing nega-
tive thermal expansion in the range of 289-449 K under atmospheric
pressure13–14. First-principles calculations predict that the ferromag-
netic microstate has the largest volume and is the stable state up to
900 K under atmospheric pressure. Figure 2 shows the temperature
dependence of isobaric volume of Fe3Pt at ambient pressure in excel-
lent agreement with experimental data14. It also depicts the gigantic
NTE around the critical point on the isobaric curve at 7 GPa and a
temperature range of NTE on each isobaric curve due to the SMCE. It
can thus be seen that the origin of NTE in a single phase is the statistic
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existence of metastable microstates with lower volumes and higher
entropies than the stable state in a temperature range where their
probabilities change dramatically. This conclusion was validated by
examining the temperature-pressure phase diagrams of materials
with the negative thermal expansion observed experimentally15,
including zirconium tungstate16–18 for which the amorphous phase
is indicated to be the high-entropy and low-volume microstate.

Another important case of thermal expansion anomaly is H2O.
Experimental observations under atmospheric pressure show that ice
exhibits NTE from zero to 70 K and positive thermal expansion from
70 K until melting19–20, while the water has NTE at temperatures
below 277.134 K (3.984uC)21–22.

A convincing explanation of NTE of ice from zero K to 70 K was
given by Tanaka23. He constructed 100 ice configurations of proton-
disordered form with zero net dipole moment and obtained the
density of state for intermolecular vibration by simple average of
those configurations with the harmonic assumption. This is in prin-
ciple similar to our approach presented above for cerium and Fe3Pt
though in our approach free energies of individual microstates are
predicted by first-principles calculations, and their weighted average
is obtained through statistical mechanics9,13. Based on our theory, the
metastable configurations that Tanaka constructed should have their
free energies close to that of the ground state, but have smaller
volume and higher entropy such as various amorphous ices, i.e.
supercooled liquid (see further discussion later), though it was not
explicitly stated by Tanaka. This may also explain the anomalous
reduction in thermal conductivity, shear modulus, and transverse
sound velocity in hexagonal and cubic ices with increasing pressure
because the probability of amorphous ices increases and their ran-
dom fluctuation enhances the scattering effect, which will be dis-
cussed in separate publications.

The interpretation of thermal expansion anomaly of water in the
literature is far less satisfactory due to the complex structures of
liquid in general24–28. However, the recent breakthrough in experi-
ments demonstrated the inhomogeneous structure of water at ambi-
ent conditions, showing the presence of nanometer-scale density
fluctuations in ambient water with their spectral features similar to
those of vapor and ice29. At temperatures close to or below the freez-
ing temperature, the probability of metastable (above 0uC) or stable
(below 0uC) ice microstates in stable or metastable water becomes
significant. With the entropies and volumes of ice and water in the
order of Swater . Sice and Vwater , Vice, our theory indicates that the
entropy of water increases with pressure at constant temperature due
to the reduced probability of metastable ice microstate (lower
entropy and larger volume), resulting in ZTE at 277.134 K and
NTE below 277.134 K in water. At higher temperatures, the prob-
ability of metastable ice microstate in water becomes negligibly small,
resulting in normal positive thermal expansion in water. At even
higher temperatures, the probability of metastable vapor microstate
in water increases significantly due to the reduced free energy differ-
ence between the two microstates, resulting in a volume CPTE of 6.87
3 1024/K at 368 K (95uC)30. Our theory is in accordance with the
two-state thermodynamics for supercooled water27–28, the distributed
charge states31, and the multiple metastable phase models32–33.

Our theory provides further insights into the origin of NTE of ice
from zero K to 70 K and the CPTE of ice near melting. There is a
triple point between two ice structures and vapor at zero pressure and
72.15 K34, indicating that the vapor is unstable below this temper-
ature under ambient pressure. The metastable amorphous ice, i.e.
supercooled water, thus induces NTE in ice because the entropy of ice
is increased by pressure due to the higher entropy and smaller
volume of various metastable amorphous microstates. At 72.15 K,
i.e. the temperature of the triple point, the vapor microstate becomes
metastable under ambient pressure. With Vice = Vvapor and Sice =
Svapor, the entropy of ice increases with decreasing pressure, resulting
in positive thermal expansion above the temperature of the triple

point and a volume CPTE of 1.59 3 1024/K before melting19–20 due to
the metastable vapor microstate. The liquid/amorphous microstates
play less important role due to their much smaller entropy and
volume in comparison with those of the vapor microstate. This also
explains why the approach by Tanaka23 works because the energies of
the ground state and the metastable microstates are close to each
other at zero K, and those metastable microstates contribute to pho-
non properties calculated at zero K in the form of phonon anomaly.
This is demonstrated by the prediction of NTE in ice and silicon by
means of first-principles phonon calculations as shown below with
the calculation details presented in the Method section.

When the energies of the stable and metastable microstates are
close to each other at zero K, their phonon-phonon interactions may
take place in the form of phonon anomaly. One such example is given
for ice in Fig. 3, showing the abnormal volume dependence of the
phonon density of states with significant increase at frequencies
lower than 2.3 THz in the smaller volume. The resulted negative
thermal expansion is shown in Fig. 4 up to 70 K compared with
experimental data by Rottger et al.20. It is noted that the thermal
expansion predicted from first-principles phonon calculations is
not as negative as experiments at low temperatures, but much lower
than experiments at high temperatures in Fig. 4. This is probably
because the energy differences between the stable and some meta-
stable high-pressure microstates are beyond the phonon energy of
the stable microstate at zero K as recently noted by Hermann et al.
who reported a sequence of new stable and meta-stable structures for
the ground state of ice with increasing pressure35. Similarly, the con-
tribution from the metastable vapor microstate at high temperatures
cannot be reflected in the phonon spectrum of the stable microstate
at zero K either. However, the excitation of phonons at higher tem-
peratures can reach the energy levels of those metastable microstates
in experiments, resulting in the larger anharmonic behaviors in the
system at finite temperatures as shown in cerium and Fe3Pt9,13. The
phonon anomalies in several materials at finite temperatures have
been reported experimentally by Manley and co-workers using inel-
astic neutron scattering36–40, while the density fluctuations in water
were detected by Nilsson and co-workers using small-angle X-ray
scattering29,41.

Furthermore, Fig. 5 depicts the total energies of four microstates of
Si plotted with respect to volume. The energy difference between the
diamond (Si-I) and P63/mmc (Si-IV) microstates at their respective
minimums is extremely small, around 10 meV, which is equal to
2.418 THz. In comparison, the measured phonon energies of Si-I
are in the range of 0–15 THz42. Therefore, one cannot obtain the
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phonon properties of pure Si-I or pure Si-IV individually in first-
principles calculations since any local atomic perturbations in first-
principles phonon calculations would result in some contributions
from the other microstate and thus anomalies presented in the pho-
non spectrum curves. As shown in Fig. 6, the calculated phonon
density of states for Si-I decreases with increasing volume at the
low frequency range (,,5 THz). The experimental atomic volumes
of Si-I and Si-IV are rather scattered as reviewed by Raffy et al.43. Both
our DFT calculations and those by Raffy et al.43 show that Si-IV has
smaller volume than Si-I, which are 19.9588 and 19.9739 Å3/atom in
our calculations, respectively. Therefore, the existence of the meta-
stable Si-IV microstate in the Si-I matrix results in a negative thermal
expansion of Si-I both observed experimentally44–45 and predicted by
phonon calculations as shown in Fig. 7. The more negative minimum
value of the thermal expansion predicted by the first-principles pho-
non calculations is probably due to the use of the PBEsol exchange-
correlation functional.

To account for other physical anomalies such as electromech-
anical (EM) and electrocaloric (EC) responses, the combined first
and second laws of thermodynamics can be written as follows7,46

dU~TdSzV
X

i,j

{sij
� �

d"ijzV
X

i

EidDiz
X

i

midNi~
X

a

YadXa ð4Þ

where U is the internal energy with its natural variables being entropy
(S), strains (eij), electric displacements (Di), chemical components
(Ni), and their conjugate quantities being temperature (T), six stres-
ses (sij), three electric field components (Ei), and the chemical poten-
tial (mi). Using Ya and Xa to denote all potentials and molar quantities
in the combined law and the Maxwell relation, anomalies such as EM
and EC can be directly correlated to entropy and predicted using the
approach presented in this work with the following general form

LXa

LT
~

LS
LYa

ð5Þ

Anomalies of other physical properties such as thermal conductivity,
shear modulus, and sound velocity can also be correlated to the
phonon anomaly, which are being investigated. It may also provide
insights on spatial, temperature, and composition dependence of
spin distribution and expand beyond current phenomenological
modeling47–49.

In summary, we show that thermal expansion is related to the
pressure dependence of entropy. We introduce the concept of micro-
state configurational entropy, which statistically enables the descrip-
tion of the coexistence of metastable microstates with the stable
microstate, evidenced by recent experiments with high resolutions
in both time and space38,41,50. It is elucidated that the statistic interplay
between stable and metastable microstates in a single phase can
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regulate its thermal expansion to be colossally positive, zero or
negative. We demonstrate the predictions of NTE using an Invar
alloy (Fe3Pt) and CPTE using an anti-Invar cerium and provide
insights into the origin of the anharmonic vibrational modes and
the thermal expansion anomalies of ice and silicon in terms of
phonon anomaly. Our approach provides a theoretic foundation
to understand and design materials with unique properties in
terms of various anomalies such as thermal expansion, thermal
conductivity, electrocaloric and electromechanical responses, and
spin distributions38,46,48,51.

Methods
According to statistic mechanics, the partition function of a system is a sum of
partition functions of individual microstates (Zi)52,

Z~
X

i

Zi ð6Þ

Under the constant temperature, pressure, and composition, the Gibbs free energy of
the system is therefore obtained as

G~{kBTln(Z)~
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with
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Z
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where Gi is the Gibbs free energy of the microstate i. The temperature and pressure
derivatives of pi are obtained as
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The entropy and volume thermal expansion of the system can be derived as follows
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For a system of single phase with two microstates, one stable and one metastable,
the volume thermal expansion is

aV ~ aa
V Vazpb ab

V Vb{aa
V Va

� 	
z Vb{Va
� � Lpb

LT


 �
=V ð13Þ

For simplification, let us assume both microstates have similar thermal expansion, i.e.
aa

V {ab
V <0, and equation (13) becomes

aV ~ aa
V Va{ Va{Vb
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=V ð14Þ

From equation (14), one can see that it is the combination of volume difference and
Lpb

LT
that determines the thermal expansion. With

Lpb

LT
w0, i.e. the stability of the b

microstate increases with temperature, and setting aV 5 0, one obtains

Lpb

LT
~aa

V
1

1{Vb=Va
{pb

� �
ð15Þ

With further increase of temperature, thus pb, the thermal expansion becomes
negative.

Phonon properties of a single microstate at zero K can be accurately predicted from
first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) through the
supercell phonon method or the linear response theory53–54. In the present work, first-
principles calculations for ice and silicon are accomplished within the projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method55–56 as implemented in the VASP package (version
5.2)57. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)58 exchange-correlation functional is
chosen for ice and the PBEsol exchange-correlation functional59 for silicon. The
phonon calculations are performed within the small displacement approach using a

supercell containing 288 atoms for ice and 128 atoms for silicon in terms of our
mixed-space approach60–61. In the case of ice, the required Born effective charge and
dielectric constant tensors by the mixed-space approach are calculated following the
linear-response approach by Gajdoš et al.62. Thermal expansion coefficients are
obtained following our previous works9,13,63.
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